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current oppression and the Cross, a symbol of liberation.
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LABOR GOVERNMENT EAST TIMOR POLICY IN THE MELTING POT
The future of the new Australian Labor governments policy on East Timor is in the

melting pot.

Supported by a strong media campaign against the policy, the Cabinet

has stepped back dramatically from affirming the A.L.P.'s long-standing commitment
to support for East Timorese self-determination. There are clear signs that unless
there is concerted support for the policy from within the Party and outside it, the
policy will not be implemented.
FROM OPPOSITION TO GOVERNMENT

BILL HAYDEN ON TIMOR POLICY

Foreign policy issues did not figure
largely in the lead up to the March 5
election. The then shadow Foreign Aff
airs Minister Bill Hayden did however
affirm the East Timor policy (see box).

A.L.P. leaders were less forthcoming
after winning the election. In fact,
for the first month in government, only
Prime Minister Hawke made significant
public comment on the Tijnor issue. His
comments stressed the importance of
good relations with Indonesia and
tended to treat East Timor as an issue

of the past.

On the ABC radio program "A.M.", Mr
Hawke said:

"..the events of the end of 1975 and

into '76 damaged the relations - i t
would be quite futile to say otherwise and it is also true to say that
they have not fully recovered... Hav

ing said that... it would be quite
inappropriate for Australia not to
have good relations with such a pop
ulous, economically and strategically
important country as Indonesia right on our doorstep."
(March 11)

- BEFORE THE ELECTION
Q W h a t should be our

position op the In

Nonetheless, allowing for the
explicitness of our policy, I

donesian
occupa
tion of East Timor?

would be keen to enter into

aid to Indonesia while the

them to acknowledge the same

fairly early consultation with
the Indonesians about the
policy - about our attitudes
A
Our party policy is that lead to this policy; to ac
clear. It lays down a knowledge the cultural and
number of obliga historical differences between
the two countries and the way
tions, including no military they
approach things and ask

criteria we have laid down sort of thing. I think that is
aren't met.'

sometimes lost sight of on
I find no problems with that. both sides.
In fact I would seek to have a
We are a liberal democracy
Labor government increase its! with Western traditions. They
aid to Indonesia generally have very fine Asian tradi
within the context of our aid tions. Somehow we have to

obligations and our declared bridge that, and I would see
objective
of
providing a this as a first and very impor
greater level of aid - depend tant undertaking - to try to
ent on our balance of pay start building that bridge of

ments improving.

understanding.
Once that improved I would
But it takes two people to
want to see us provide more shake hands. And if we are
aid in our region and give a going to make any progress,
more substantial focus in that the Indonesians have got to

region instead of spreading it
as widely as we do and, copsequently, so thinly that it's not
being really effective.
I acknowledge that our policy
in relation to East Timor will

These and similar comments clearly fell
short of an affirmation of A.L.P. pol
icy. For those who might have accepted
such statements as necessary diplomatic
language preceeding a 'down to business'
there were further disquieting signs.

to Australia than we are to

them: I don't accept thui. I
create some problems for us in think that leads to a servility
our diplomatic relationships and not'a firm enough asser
with Indonesia. For anyone to tion of our national interest.
say otherwise is to talk sheer
That doesn't mean Australia
nonsense and I'm not in the

DISQUIETING SIGNS

recognise it is not just a one
sided thing.
Furthermore, it is often said
Indonesia is more important

has got to drop its point of

business of humbug.
view totally, immediately, or
I believe politicians should be very quickly. Foreign policy
as candid as they can in af differences are something you
fairs affecting the public.
work at ironing out.

(Australian, 25 February 1983)
visit to Jakarta by Foreign Minister Hayden,

According to the ubiquitous Sydney Morning Herald foreign editor, Peter Hastings, Mr
Hayden had described the A.L.P. Timor policy as "rubbish" (S.M.H., 14 March). Even
more alarming, Hastings claimed both Bob Hawke and Bill Hayden, in separate meetings
with the Indonesian ambassador in Canberra, said the A.L.P. policy was "an embarrass
ment" and that they "hoped to circumvent the intentions of the resolution" (S.M.H.,
18 March).
Hastings further claimed they told the ambassador that the Indonesian
Cabinet "should pay attention to what the Labor government did over East Timor rather
than what the A.L.P.'s policy said it would do". To our knowledge. Hasting1 s claims
have not been denied.

A report leaked from the Department of Foreign Affairs that the Government intended to
abstain on the East Timor issue at the United Nations (Age, 25 March) . This would
appear to be inconsistent with party policy which says the A.L.P. "will continue to
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support United Nations resolutions which promote the rights of the East Timorese" (our
emphasis) . In response to the report, Mr Hayden appeared to draw even further back
from A.L.P. policy by implying that the A.L.P. Cabinet had not yet decided on a stance
at the U.N.

{Canberra Times, 26 March).

HAYDEN IN JAKARTA

Details of Bill Hayden's discussions with senior Indonesian officials in Jakarta on
April 6-9 have not been revealed. Nor have Hayden's recommendations to Cabinet surfaced

While in Jakarta, Mr Hayden met with President Suharto, Foreign Minister Mochtar and
the powerful head of the armed forces, Benny Murdani (who was overall commander of the
Indonesian invasion of East Timor).

Mr Hayden told a press conference in Jakarta at the conclusion of his visit that he
had expressed "deep concern that an internationally supervised act of self-determin
ation had not taken place in East Timor".(Canberra Times, 9 April)
But he also said

that a decision on the U.N. vote would be determined later and that "existing programs,
projects and exchanges in Indonesia (a clear reference to military aid - ed) will be
maintained...."
In short, the policy would not be quickly implemented.
Journalists such as Jenni Hewitt (S.M.H. 9 April) have claimed that the government will
use the concessions gained by Mr Hayden in Jakarta to win support for softening the
policy. Serious supporters of the East Timorese will remain unimpressed by these
"concessions".

Assurances given to Mr Hayden of a speeded up family reunion process is simply affirm
ing continuation of a new process agreed to by Jakarta before the A.L.P. gained office
and announced by Jakarta immediately after the election (Age, 10 March). Permission
for an Australian Associated Press correspondent to set up office in Jakarta (albeit,
'on trial') is certainly a development from a conference in Bali in December 1982
'
attended by some Australian academics and newspaper editors. Admission of a small,
"balanced" Australian parliamentary delegation to East Timor was being considered by
Jakarta well before Hayden arrived there (see S.M.H., 25 March).
BACKBENCHERS YET TO BE CONSULTED

On April 20, Bill Hayden reported to the Federal Parliamentary Caucus on his Jakarta
trip. Backbenchers learned no more than could be found in press reports of his visit,
though he "promised Caucus members they would be involved in future discussions on
East Timor" (S.M.H. 21 April).
Questions were asked but the issue was not debated.
AUSTRALIAN LABOR

PARTY POLICY ON EAST TIMOR

1

The ALP recognises the inalienable right ofthe EastTimorese to

Timor on a fact-finding mission, ensuring thatadequatesupport

self-determination and independence and condemns and rejects
the Australian government's recognition of the Indonesian annexa-

is available frominterpreters and that unhindered access is available to allparts of the countryand population; and

tionof EastTimor.

~*

The ALP opposes all defence aid to Indonesia until there is a

press for a Parliamentary enquiry into all aspects of the East
Timor question,

complete withdrawal of Indonesian occupation forces from East The ALP will also—

Timor.

press the Australian government to widen its existing program-

Aid to East Timorshould benefit the East Timorese but should not

mes to include: the parents and families or' isolated children in

support Indonesian Government integration processes or military

Australia;

strategy.

the rest of the 2668 extended family members nominated by

The ALP supports the principle of free migration of East Timorese,
including refugees, and believes Australia has an obligation and

Timorese in Australia in 1977; and all other East Timorese who
wish to come here;

ability to assist East Timorese to come to Australia.

press the Australian government to send an immigration team to

The ALP will seek out and makepublicly available information on all

East Timor to bringto Australia th&rest ofthe-600 people>onthe

aspects of the East Timorissue.

agreed list and those embraced by categories in the preceding

The ALP opposes the operations of Australian companies in East

paragraph;

Timor untilself-determination has been acheived.

seek direct talks with the Indonesian government on the matter;

The ALP will continue tosupport United Nations resolutions which

draw attention tothe lack of free migration from East Timor in all

promote the rights of East Timorese.

3PP?P!Jk1!
iniernatk,nal fora: and . A
meet with the Timorese community in Australia to enquire into the

The ALP will, further—
special problems affecting them.
circulate information on East Timor to governments and political An ALP government will—
parties overseas;
bring to Australia all Timorese included above;
campaign for the Australian government to release more
refuse visas to all Indonesian military and government officials
information;
until the rest of the 600 people on the agreed list have been
press for free access to East Timor for the Australian news
admitted to Australia; and
media;
send an immigration team to East Timor to bring direct to Audemand that FRETUN representatives be allowed into Australia;
stralia all East Timorese specified above.
press for an Australian parliamentary delegation to visit East
-3DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

In his report to Caucus, Hayden referred to possible Indonesian reprisals against
Australia if it pursued the East Timor issue. He mentioned the possible withdrawal
of landing and overflight rights for the Australian airline Qantas.
This "threat" deserves close scrutiny. It has been floating around Canberra for years

and promoted by a small group of academics and journalists committed to close,
uncritical ties with Jakarta. A number of newsmedia including the Australian Financial

Review gave this "threat" serious coverage during Hayden's trip. The Canberra Times
insisted that it did not come from the Indonesian government: "... it is much more
likely that an overly cautious, not to say pusillanimous Department of Foreign Affairs
has sooled those bogeys on to the new Government" (Editorial, 12 April).
A 35-member Caucus committee will discuss

East Timor with Mr Hayden in early May. A
PETITION TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE FOURTH COMMITTEE OF THE
UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY

We, the undersigned members of the Federal Parliamentary
Labor Party of Australia, wish to express our continuing
concern at the human rights situation in East Timor and
re-affirm our support for moves in the United Nations to
uphold the right of the East Timorese people to a genuine
act of

key issue for Caucus will be whether to
push for an immediate implementation of
some parts of the policy - and if so,
which parts? The executive has shown
little sign of moving on any of the pol
icy.

self-determination.

This situation is presently the subject of an inquiry in
the Australian Parliament by the Senate Standing Committee
on Foreign Affairs and Defence.

The views set out above are clearly expressed in the plat
form of the Australian Labor Party and were passed by 48
votes to 1 vote at the National Conference of the Party

in 1977, and re-affirmed at the National Conferences in
1979 and 1982..

KEEPING A LOW PROFILE

At a major international conference in
Portugal in early April, the Labor govern
ment played in low key. A.L.P. delegates
to the Socialist International Congress
had been instructed not to deviate from
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ists like Peter Hastings have clearly
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taken until later in the year, clearly

suggests it does not presently plan to
take initiatives at the U.N. in support
of East Timorese self-determination.

C* - member of the Hawke Government Cabinet in 1983)

It is this issue that the Caucus, the Party
as a whole and the broader Australian

community will have to work on.
SIGNS OF HOPE

Public support from the Party for implementation of the policy is growing. An increas
ing number of rank-and-file branches have expressed support for the policy. The
influential Victorian State A.L.P. overwhelmingly passed a resolution in mid-April

which affirmed existing party policy (Age, 18 April). The Conference rejected amove

by Federal Cabinet member Gareth Evans to defer the resolution. Evans did describe the
East Timor issue as one "that largely united the party in the past" - an admission
that the policy has enjoyed wide support in the party.

It is worth noting here that 24 out of the 27 Cabinet members of the Hawke government including the Prime Minister - signed a petition in October 1982 supporting U.N. moves
on self-determination for East Timor (see above). This petition, if nothing else, is
testimony to the breadth of feeling on the issue in the Labor party.

In all of this there is a clear message. ALP policy on East Timor is unlikely to be

implemented unless there are strong expressions of support for it from within the party
and from the broader community. The most urgent issue is the United Nations vote.
.
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'Whispers in the wind*
It was only towards the end of the trip that
he gained some insight into East Timorese

WHAT DO THEY KNOW ?
Australian observers of the new Labor govervment have seen few signs that it intends
to actively work for East Timorese self-

determination. But it seems 'great friends
and allies' are also wondering which way

attitudes to the Indonesian presence in the

territory. In his view, the nature of the
relationship between Indonesians and Timor
ese was that of a cold war.

the government is going to jump.
A senior U.S. State Department official

told White House reporters recently that
the Australian government was acting in a
"destructive" way on the East Timor issue.

TIMOR ROLE

IGNORED

The recent rise of Lieut-General Benny Murdani to Commander of the Indonesian armed

forces was noted in most Australian news

papers. Most reports mentioned Murdani's
RICE

PLUS

....

This newsletter has often raised questions
about the role of U.S. Catholic Relief
Services in East Timor. We have noted its
role as a conduit for U.S. government mon

long involvement in the Indonesian intel
ligence apparatus, his involvement in the
campaign against Dutch control of West Irian
and his covert negotiations with Malaysia

during Konfrontasi in the '60's and in more
recent times with Hanoi.

ey and its close identification with Indon
At least one CRS officer has gotten off

However, no reports mentioned that Benny
Murdani was overall military commander of
the Indonesian invasion and occupation of

side. He was jailed for some time last

East Timor.

esian government claims about East Timor.

year - charged with growing marijuana at
the CRS agricultural project in Timor.
CRS headquarters in New York claim he was
framed. If so, the big question must be:
What for?

Perhaps one can accept that poorly informed
Australian media, relying on news via a
generally suspect Reuters office in Jakarta,

just didn't know. But Peter Hastings is well
informed on Murdani's role in Timor. Why his
report on Murdani's rise excluded any ref
erence to Timor is altogether another
question.

COLD WAR

A 30-minute film report on East Timor, based
on a four day visit by a New Zealand TV crew PRIVATE ADMISSION

in March, proved to be a useful 'point of
departure' on conditions in the territory.
The report would have been strengthened if
journalist Martin Bates had included his
private comments in the film script.

Wherever the East Timor issue is raised,
Indonesian officials ritually present an

angry rejection of East Timorese rights to
self-determination. Having failed to con
vince the world that the Timorese wanted

Bates said that a trip to Timor of only 3-4
days was almost a waste of time. It was vir

integration, Indonesian-imposed economic

development is paraded as proof of Jakarta's

tually impossible to get 'below the surface' goodwill towards the Timorese.
in that time. He was only able to visit Dili

Atauro and Aileu.

Indonesian officials trav

elled with him, virtually ensuring ordinary
Timorese would not speak freely to him.

For the first 2h days, he said, he was al
most "conned" by Indonesian economic activ
ity into believing that the Indonesian take
over was the best thing to happen to the
Timorese.

'During the Interparliamentary Union confer
ence in Rome last year, the same ritual was
enacted. But privately, one of the Indones
ian officials was prepared to make an admis
sion. The official would not agree with the

right to self-determination but volunteered
that economic development was accelerated as
a direct result of international criticism
and pressure.
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U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION DEFENDS TIMORESE SELF-DETERMINATION
On 16 February 1983, the United Nations Human Rights Commission in Geneva narrowly passed
a resolution in favour of East Timorese self-determination. Sixteen countries voted for

the resolution and fourteen, including the Australian (Liberal) government voted against.
Ten countries abstained and three were absent.

According to the International

1983 U.N.

HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION RESOLUTION

The Commission on Human Rights,

bying furiously" before the

1. Reaffirms the inalienable right of the people of East
Timor to self-determination, in accordance with General Ass
embly resolution 1514 (XV);

2.

vote was taken.

Declares that the people of East Timor must be enabled

freely to determine their own future on the basis of the rel-^
evant United Nations human rights instruments;

3- Calls upon all interested parties, namely Portugal, as the
administering Power, and the representatives of the East Timorese
people, as well as Indonesia, to co-operate fully with the United
Nations with a view to guaranteeing the free and full exercise of
the right to self-determination by the people of East Timor;

4.

Herald Tribune (15 February),
both Portugal and Indonesia,
while not currently members
of the Commission, were "lob

Expresses its deepest concern at the suffering of the people

Zimbabwe was reported to have
strongly supported the resol
ution. Two non-government
organisations to put the case
for East Timor were Pax Chr
i s t ! International and Pax

Romana, the Geneva-based
Catholic Movement for Intel

of East Timor as a result of the situation now prevailing in
the Territory;

lectual and Cultural Affairs.

5*

Jakarta's attempts to defuse
claims of poor conditions in
the territory came unstuck.
I.H.T. journalist Ian Guest
said Indonesian represent

Calls upon all parties concerned to facilitate the entry

into the territory of international aid to alleviate the suffer
ing of the people of East Timor.

FOR:

Brazil, China, Cuba, Cyprus, Ghana, Republic of Ireland,

Lybia, Mexico, Mozambique, Nicaragua, Togo, Uganda, Ukrainian

atives circulated a

S.S.R-, U.S.S.R., Tanzania, Zimbabwe;

AGAINST: Argentina, Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, Columbia,
Fiji, Gambia, India, Japan, Jordan, Pakistan, Phillipines,
U.S.A., Uruguay;

ABSTAINING: Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany,

Italy,

Holland, Poland, Ruanda, Senegal, Britain, Yugoslavia.

state

ment referring to visits to
Timor by International Red
Cross and the U.N. High Com
missioner for Refugees as
proof that there was no fam
ine or human rights violat
ions.

According to Guest, the claims embarrassed the two agencies. The UNHCR office denied it
had ever mounted an investigating mission. A Red Cross spokesman said the food situation
had improved "but the 1982 rice crop had fallen far short of needs and that food aid
would still be needed". The Red Cross official added that under an agreement with the
Indonesian government (our emphasis), he could not give details of conditions in the
camps and prisons.
In the context of international diplomatic activity on the East Timor issue, this resol
ution is quite significant. It clearly identifies self-determination as a principal
"human right". It indicates Portugal is continuing diplomatic activities belatedly
launched at the U.N. last year. The narrow margin and high abstention rate shown at the
U.N. General Assembly last year is continuing - and holding in favour of the East Tim
orese. An Australian Labor government vote in support of such resolutions would cert
ainly ensure the issue was kept under a much-needed international spotlight.

EAST TIMORESE RESISTANCE CONTINUES
The past 18 months have seen a strong campaign by the Indonesian government, along with
a number of supporting governments and individuals, to get East Timor away from

international scrutiny.
The basic strategy in the campaign is to point to greatly
increased expenditure by the Indonesian government in East Timor as proof of Jakarta's
commitment to the welfare of the Timorese.

-
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Leaving aside the question of whether many East Timorese benefit, there is no doubt that
Jakarta has increased expenditure there.

But this is clearly an attempt by the govern

ment to buy its way out of trouble internationally, to consolidate integration processes
and hopefully, win a few hearts and minds in Timor.
The recent report by Australian journalist John Hamilton, who was in East Timor for
6 days in late April, is a classical contribution to that campaign (see Melb. Herald,
27 April). In reporting Indonesian claims about economic development and plans for
East Timor, not once does Hamilton even hint at what East Timorese actually feel about
the integration. (The next TIS will carry a critique of Hamilton's report).
To balance the record, we present here some recent fragments of information from East
Timor. They suggest a very different picture to that claimed by Jakarta:
***************

LOSING HEARTS AND MINDS

Two recent reports from Indonesia have provided evidence that the East Timorese continue
to reject integration.

Jakarta-based French journalist Gilles Bertin has reported that "the population as a
whole is resisting 'Javanisation'". Reflecting the importance of the Catholic Church
in Timor as a symbol of resistance, Bertin wrote:
"Several thousand people a month are being converted to Catholicism, which
would appear to be their way of rejecting integration with Indonesia".
Bertin claims the Indonesian army has been unable to crush Timorese resistance and

that "...if anything, the rebels have won increasing support for their guerilla
tactics among the island's population." (from Canberra Times, 14 March)
CARRASCALAO ADMITS POOR 'HUMAN DEVELOPMENT"

In an interview with the Indonesian weekly. Tempo (22 January),the Indonesian-sponsored

governor of East Timor, Mario Carrascalao said that "human development must be speeded
up, in step with physical development". Carrascalao reported that many Indonesians
coming to East Timor acted in a superior way towards East Timorese.
The Tempo report quite directly confirmed some East Timorese claims about Indonesian
behaviour in East Timor.

Journalist Susanto Pudjomartono wrote:

"
many 'imported' social problems have already emerged. Government officials
are beginning to ask for 'fag money' (bribes,) for their services. Many reports
are not being sent on to superiors. Illegal charges are becoming widespread,
particularly outside the towns, at the posts set up to examine travel passes
which are still required in East Timor. There are rumours of corruption and
leakage of funds."
ARMED RESISTANCE INCREASING ?

While Timorese sources still differ in their assessment of the size and degree of

organisation of the resistance, some recent information suggests it is increasing.
In January, Fretilin representatives in Portugal released details of a 60-page document
received from a Fretilin leader in East Timor named Xanana. Dated 14 October 1982, the

report claimed the resistance was composed of "six regular companies (about 6,800 men)
.... operating in the centre and southern border zones, apart from their "stronghold"
in the eastern Lospalos zone". They were however, fighting under difficult conditions
with poor arms. Xanana said Fretilin suffered a serious setback with the loss of
"between 80 and 100 veterans" as well as civilian casualties during Indonesia's sec

urity operation in late 1981

(Canberra Times, 19 January).

A series of letters from a Timorese in Dili (copies held by T.I.S.) have told of
increased military operations by the resistance:

"Since the beginning of July (1982) till now, the resistance fighters have launched
DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com
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attacks at various points of East Timor including Lospalos, Viqueque, Manatuto and ,;
Same. In Laleia, they killed a Red Beret captain - a son of an Indonesian General".
(Letter, 4 January)

The same writer insists that the resistance is well-armed and organised:

"On occasions, the guerillas from the bush come to the neighbourhood of Dili. Last
week, they came to Comoro River (just west of Dili -ed.)....
"The resistance forces number about 4,000 - in possession of heavy armaments. Now

they are well equipped with arms captured from the Indonesian army... they are
well organised and disciplined. Much better than before. One can say that the
fighting in Timor is still aflame".
(Letter, 30 March)
A Timorese who recently arrived in Australia from East Timor claimed Fretilin members
often came to the Dili market and spoke openly against the Indonesian occupation. This
person claimed it was common for Indonesians to be killed at night on the streets of
Dili. (X.I.S. interview, 19 April)

Jill Jolliffe in Portugal has reported refugee claims of heavy fighting in the Lospalos
area. A Portuguese film crew which visited Timor in early March was prevented from

going to Lospalos. This was attributed to fighting there

(Age, 28 March).

INDONESIAN CLAIMS

Since 1976, the Indonesian army has claimed Fretilin forces numbered about 100. These
claims continue - though with some variation.

A New Zealand film crew in Timor in March was told by Colonel Purwanto, Indonesian

military chief in Timor, that the resistance numbered "not more than 100". The same
colonel told the Indonesian newspaper Sinar Harapan there were 500 "rebels" in Timor

(cited by ABC Radio news, 16 January). The Indonesian weekly. Tempo, reported Purwanto
as saying there were two or three hundred members of the "GPK" (Gerombolan Pengacau
Keamanan - Gangs of Security Disruptors) in Timor.
'COUNTER-INSURGENCY' STRATEGY CONTINUES

With the exception of "a few districts classified as 'First-class Troublespots', Purwan
to claimed resistance was no longer significant. He then went on to confirm that the

army was conducting a "fortress system" tactic against the resistance which was used
by the Dutch against the Diponegoro rebellion in Java in the last century. (M. Ricklefs'
A History of Modern Indonesia describes this as a system "by which small mobile
columns operated independently from an ever-growing network of strategic fortified
posts and permanently policed the population".)
***********

It is difficult to see that in present circumstances, East Timorese armed resistance
can turn back the Indonesian occupation.

That resistance remains, however, an

enduring and seemingly indestructible symbol of Timorese attitudes to the occupation.
It is these attitudes which should form the basis of any genuine work in defence of
the East Timorese.
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